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MARKETING AND TOUR OPERATORS, GLOBALISATION PROCESS

While the country and the regions may assist sales by promoting the image, marketing is mostly in private hands: operators within the country, i.e. hotels, camps and private accommodation owners, etc,
and foreign tour operators and travel agencies.
Far too little advertising material is available: bad brochures and pictures, in poor foreign language,
bad printing quality. They are usually of the quality lower than the quality of the product itself. In addition, it is unclear how these brochures are supposed to reach the client. Direct marketing is hardly
known, but it is also impossible to have it from Montenegro to Western Europe. Broadening would
increase costs dramatically.
Marketing corporations might be one solution, the use of Internet the other. Internet will, no doubt,
keep gaining in importance, but at the moment it is still ineffective as a sale channel. It is being used
primarily for information.
An excerpt from the Master plan for the development of tourism by 2020

WORLD TRAVEL AND TOURISM COUNCIL - WTTC FORECASTS:

MONTENEGRO THE FASTEST GROWING TRAVEL AND
TOURISM ECONOMY IN THE WORLD

ccording to World Travel and Tourism Council,
spending by inbound international visitors in
Montenegro in 2004 is expected to reach US$201

A

jobs across the broader economy". These were the words of JeanClaude Baumgarten, World Travel and Tourism Council - WTTC
President, presenting the results of the research on Montenegro
travel and tourism industry at ITB Berlin.

"Encompassing all components of travel and tourism consumption, Montenegro will grow 8.2% and total EUR322.6
million. The ten-year annualized
growth (2005-2014) forecast is
10.3% per annum, ranking
Montenegro the number one fastest
growing travel and tourism market
in the world out of 174 countries
covered by WTTC's 2004 research.
Following these efforts we expect
Montenegro travel and tourism will
achieve even greater returns for their
economy. I applaud enthusiastically
Montenegro's
recent
Master
Planning exercise and the recent
recognition of the Republic's leadership of travel and
tourism's critical role in developing the economy and creating

Spending by inbound international visitors, the largest component
of Montenegro's travel and tourism demand, is expected to total
over US$201 million in 2004, a gain of 10.4% on 2003 results.
This level represents 28.9% of
total Montenegro's exports. As for
employment, the Montenegro
travel and tourism industry is
expected to produce 500 new jobs
in 2004.

million.

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS FOR
NGO PROJECTS FOR 2004
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Within its programme of incentives for tourism development
this year, the Ministry of Tourism will support the implementation of some 20 projects through a public competition for project proposals of NGOs. It primarily relates to
projects promoting tourism resources, development of
village, hunting, sport, trip and cultural tourism etc.
The National Tourism Organisation offered to promote special
tourism programmes through its promotion channels.
Aiming to extend the range of extra services, a public
announcement for promoters of special programmes and
associations dealing with specific and extreme types of
tourism was made.
The tender is open until 06.04.2004, when the commission will
estimate the project proposals and allocate the funds.
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The broader perspective of the
travel and tourism economy, which
includes the spillover employment
associated with industry capital
investment and government
spending, is expected to create nearly 600 new jobs, thus reaching the total of 15% of total employment.

Traditional event "Camellia festival"
26 March to 14 April
Traditionally, the event called "Camellia Festival"
is held in Stoliv, near Kotor. According to the
legend, some 200 years ago seamen brought the
first camellias to this lovely little tourism resort
and they found here good soil and spread from
Stoliv to all parts of Boka Kotorska and the
whole of South Adriatic coast.
The non-governmental organisation "Kamelija",
the organiser of the event, planned several
entertainment programmes, camellia floral
arrangements exhibition, the night of "klapa"
(harmony-singing groups) from Boka Kotorska,
shell fish and wine servings, etc.
According to the announcements, the final
"Camellia Ball" will take place at the hotel
"Vrmac" at Pr~anj.
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Visitors from Europe arrive at Ada

T

wo large German travel agencies "Obena" and "ITS" have
already sold seven thousand nights each at the famous
naturist resort at Ada Bojana at the mouth of river
Bojana into the Adriatic Sea. More than 14000 nights
already sold is more than total naturist overnights during the
whole of the last year.

T

he return of "Obena" marks the return of
good image of this naturist resort, once highly reputable in Europe. At "Ulcinjska rivijera"
they hope that "Kovaturs" from Czech Republic,
whose guests did not go farther than Bar, will
also sell many packages, which means that the
coming summer will be a rich one for Ada Bojana.
The season starts on 13 May and ends in mid
October.

"Hot Winter in the Hills"
successfully completed
gain this season the "Hot Winter in the Hills" enriched the offer of
Montenegro winter resorts.

A

For the third time in a row National Tourism Organisation organised this
popular sport and entertainment event that lasted from December 26 2003 to
February 29 2004. Under the auspices of the Ministry of Tourism, the event is traditionally organised with the aim of enriching the offer and promoting winter
resorts at the north of Montenegro. This year it included the programmes that
were well received by both the visitors and local population on previous years,
and had several novelties. "Hot Winter in the Hills 2004" was organised in cooperation with ski resorts "Durmitor", "Bjelasica", "Turjak" and "Vu~je", hotel
"Bjelasica", HTP "Berane" and the Agency for Development of SME. The programmes were performed in six winter resorts.
Apart from @abljak, Kola{in, Ro`aje and Berane, this year Vu~je and Ivanova Korita were also included. The programmes
were mostly performed during weekends and during the daylight, like sport competitions and different ski championships. One of novelties of particular interest is the balloon ride over Durmitor. Programmes led by animators and DJ
parties were among the most numerous, 71 in total. Competitions at ski tracks were especially attractive. Evening events
consisted of some 33 concerts by famous performers from Serbia and Montenegro at all six winter resorts and three masquerade balls at Kola{in, Ro`aje and @abljak.
Another novelty of this year "Hot Winter" were the presentations of health food "Made in Montenegro", organised
by the Agency for Development of SME. This event yet again contributed to better quality and diversity of offer in our winter resorts with which we had good cooperation.
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"The Year of Good Food" in Belgrade and Novi Sad

MAJORETTES, MASKS AND NATIONAL
CUISINE
ontenegro tourism offer for the current year was
presented in Belgrade on 5 March, and in Novi
Sad on 6 March within the campaign "A Year of
Good Food". On 5th March in Belgrade, a traditional procession of Mimosa Caravan with a brass band,
majorettes, and a number of attractive masks went
through Knez Mihajlova Street. After wards, the programme led by animators was performed in front of the
"Ruski car" restaurant.

M

On the very same day at 9 o'clock in the evening in the
"Violeta ku}a stara" restaurant, a party was given for the
media, public officials and public figures. The hosts were
the Minister of Tourism, Predrag Nenezi}, and Director of
NTO, Vojin Vlahovi}. On the occasion guests were able to
taste authentic produce of Montenegro and traditional
cuisine since the Agency for Development of SME presented its campaign entitled "Made in Montenegro".
Guests were entertained by the "Stari kapetan" klapa
(harmony-singing choir).

The same programme was performed the day after in
Novi Sad. Mimosa Caravan went through Dunavska
and Zmaj Jovina Street, and then there was also a
programme led by animators and a public competition. Afterwards, at the boat "Zeppelin" at Dunav,
numerous guests had a chance to
taste Montenegrin cuisine specialties enjoying Mediterranean music
and entertainment programme.
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FLIGHT OVER BJELASICA
The beginning of March for Bjelasica and winter resorts there
was marked by paragliding, an event of winter festival "Let's all
go to snow 2004". This year tourism and sport event attracted
many contestants and visitors. Among the contestants there
were the representatives of 22 Montenegrin companies.

Apart from the participants of Montenegrin festival of sport and
recreation, most of visitors during the past few weekends came
from Albania. The subsequent competition of best young skiers
of Serbia and Montenegro attracted further visits. From 10 to 14
March Kola{in and Bjelasica hosted the ski-fest of Serbia and
Montenegro that this year gathered the greatest number of participants.

PINCREASED INTEREST OF
FOREIGN VISITORS TO
SPEND THE SUMMER AT
THE MONTENEGRIN
COAST

MINISTRY OF TOURISM
SUPPORTED THE NEW WEB
SITE PROMOTING TOURISM
OFFER OF MONTENEGRO

Renowned German tour operators
"Neckermann" has so far sold over 1,000
beds in hotels at Budva Riviera for the
coming season, some 30% more than at
the same time last year.

Apart from the two existing web sites, the ones of the Ministry of Tourism
and the National Tourism Organisation, another web site to present
tourism offer of Montenegro has been opened - www.turizamcg.com It is
a tourism service based on the concept of free tourism information and
marketing presentation of different establishments.

According to the data of "Alfa tours"
agency from Budva, authorised representative of
"Neckermann"
for
Montenegro, by the 1st of
March 1,650 German
tourists bought packages for
18,522 nights.

The presentation of Montenegro tourism offer will include data base on
lodging and
catering
establishments, and
will present
in
detail
privately
o w n e d
accommodation facilities. It will
be accompanied by
photographs
and all the
relevant
information
regarding standards of the given establishments in accordance with their
* category. In addition, it will also include information on hotels and
catering establishments.The presentation aims at offering practical
Internet guide for tourism offer of Montenegro, target group being over
750,000 Internet users in Serbia and Montenegro only, than the rest
of Europe with 15% of the total population on average being Internet
users.

German tourists are mostly
interested to stay in
"Brunsweek Montenegro"
hotel in Be~i}i. Another big
German tour operator "ITS"
bought for one third more
beds in hotels and private
accommodation than last
year.
ITS catalogue includes Budva Riviera with
hotels in Budva, Be~i}i, Pr`no, Milo~er,
Sveti Stefan and Petrovac, then Sutomore
and Ulcinj. Last summer some 14,500
German tourists visited Montenegro and
had 135,000 overnights.
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NEW MASTER PLAN FOR WASTE
WATER MANAGEMENT AT
MONTENEGRIN COAST
After one year of preparation, the new master plan for waste water management for the coast of Montenegro and Cetinje for
the period from 2004 to 2008 has recently been completed. The master plan was made by the Dutch consulting agency "DHV voter",
and its preparation was supported by the European Agency for Reconstruction which provided some 9,950,000 euros. For the coming
four years some 27,700,000 euros in credits and donations are to be provided for this purpose, and by the year 2028 the funds needed
amount to about 280,800,000 euros.
Master plan envisages sewage networking of all households and establishments at the coast of Montenegro and Cetinje in 25
years. By 2008 all pump stations are to be in proper working order. All health hazards caused by waste waters discharges in the vicinity of beaches are to be removed.

International Travel and Tourism Exhibition MITT 2004
The 11th Moscow International Travel and Tourism Exhibition was held from 24th to 27th March. Montenegro participated for
the ninth time in a row. Some 2,700 exhibitors from 110 countries and regions were present. During the four working days some
120,000 visitors visited the exhibition, 65,000 of them being travel agents from all over Russia and ex Soviet Union countries.
These figures are well illustrative of the fact that this fair rates among the three most significant fairs in Europe and is certainly the
largest in Central and Eastern Europe.
The National Tourism Organisation presented the offer of Montenegro at the stand of 60 m2 in area. The delegation of
Montenegro was headed by Mr Predrag Nenezi}, minister of tourism and Mr Vojin Vlahovi}, director of NTO. The following companies presented their offer at the stand: HTP "Milo~er", HTP "Korali", HIT Montenegro - Hotel "Maestral", Beppler & Jakobson Hotel "Avala", as well as five tour operators from Russia: R-tours, Travel Centar, Talas-M, Crna Gora Turs and Yugo Star.
During the second day of the exhibition, on 25th
March, a party was organised for the industry and the
media at the Embassy of Serbia and Montenegro. The guests
were welcomed by Mr Milan Ro}en, the ambassador of
SCG in Russia and by Mr Predrag Nenezi}. The party
reflected the spirit of "A Year of Good Food" campaign so
that guests were able to savour gastronomic specialties of
Montenegro.
Russian tour operators were particularly interested in
the offer of Budva Riviera, Institute in Igalo and Ada
Bojana. Some segments of active holiday-making also
proved to be of great interest (diving, rafting, mountaineering).
Montenegro tourism offer 2004 is included in the catalogues of a large number of tour
operators, such as R-tours, Travel Centar, Talas-M, Be-ring, Paks, Crna Gora Turs, Yugo
Star, Smile Travel etc. These agencies already bought a large number of beds in almost all large
hotels at the coast of Montenegro. Also, a number of charter flights Moscow-Tivat was
arranged and one each for Kiev-Tivat, Rostov-Tivat and St. Petersburg-Tivat. The first charter is planned for the 1st of May and regular charter flights are to last from the beginning
of June till the end of September.
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MINISTRY OF TOURISM
APPEALS:
The Ministry of Tourism, supported by the
European Agency for Reconstruction and
German Society for Technical Assistance,
last year completed two stages of
"Tourism Signposting in Montenegro" project, and the third stage is currently being
realised.The ministry of Tourism publicly
announced that it would regularly maintain
tourism signposts and appealed to the
public to preserve this important segment
of overall tourism product. At the same
time, it was announced that all violations
will be sanctioned and court proceedings
instigated.

Successful Montenegrin-German cooperation in training for
hotel managers
Starting from 2001 five hotel companies from Montenegro were included in an
extensive seminar and training programme designed by InWent - Internationale
Weiterbildung und Entwicklung gGmbH (International professional development)
from Köln. Within this programme designed by InWent, hotel managers were trained
how to run the company in market economy conditions and it led to their respective
companies making a huge step forward towards market operation. Together with
German experts, managers from Montenegro analysed practical problems of company restructuring, made concrete strategies for problem solving and business plans for
future business policy. This project is an integral part of the Master plan for the development of tourism, initiated by German partners. The project was supported by
German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Five companies were included in the project: HTP "Budvanska rivijera", Hotel
Danica, UTIP "Crna Gora", Institut Igalo and HTP "Boka, and they presented the
results they achieved in hotel "Crna Gora" on 26th of March.

PO^ITNIC 2004
Ljubljana, 19-23 March 2004

I

nternational tourism and sport fair
"Alpe-Adria", with 23 year long
history, this year got its new name Sejam Po~itnic. Montenegro has attended
this fair since 1998 (7 years). The organisers estimate that the fair visit was at the
same level as last year.
National Tourism Organisation
presented Montenegro tourism offer, in
cooperation with hotel companies and
travel agencies, at the main exhibit hall.
NTO had own stand covering 50 m2.
Fair visitors were mostly interested in
camping in Montenegro, the prices of
extra services and active holiday making
(trips, rafting, mounting bike tours, mountaineering). The programme at Montenegro
stand was accompanied by "Asse Voce"
klapa, majorettes and tasting Montenegrin
wines, beer, prosciutto and cheese, which
attracted many visitors.
The offer of HTP "Onogo{t", HIT
"Montenegro" - hotel "Maestral" and
travel agency "Anitra" from Nik{i} was
presented at the stand.
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In order to promote cooperation with Slovenian journalists and
partners from Slovenian market, a
party was organised at Ljubljana
Fortress on 23 March at 20.00
with the presentation of Montenegrin
national cuisine. The guests were
greeted by Mr Predrag Nenezi},
Minister of Tourism, and Mr Branimir
Gvozdenovi}, Deputy Prime Minster
was also present. The guests at the
party were journalists from renowned
Slovenian media, investors, diplomats,
and tour operators selling package tours for Montenegro for the summer season
2004 at the Slovenian market.
As was the case in previous years, the sale will go through several agencies:
Kompas, Globtour, Relax, Sun Holidays, Atlas Airtours. Regular charter line Ljubljana
- Tivat will be established from June to September.
Based on the preliminary talks, an increase of 20% in number of overnights
from the market of Slovenia is to be expected this year.
As part of regular activities undertaken by the NTO, a study group of journalists from Slovenia will visit Montenegro in spring 2004.
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ITB 2004
Berlin, 12-16 March
MInternational Tourism Fair in Berlin (ITB), one of the
largest tourism fairs in the world, was held from 12 to
16 March. This year ITB gathered 180 countries with more
than 10,000 exhibitors at the
enclosed exhibit hall covering
the area of 15 ha.
Last tourism year in
Germany was marked by recession and threats of terrorist
attacks, and according to the
statistics Germans spent some
52 milliard euros for travel and
tourism.
This year Peru was awarded the honorary title of the
"host country" and the duty to open the ceremony. Still,
the event that put a dark shadow on the whole fair and
whose effects on tourism industry are still to be fully
apprehended was the terrorist attack in Spanish capital
Madrid.
Montenegro joined for the ninth time this "tourism
competition" for winning over the affection of German
tourists. Montenegro stand has been at the same location
for the past five years and covers 50 m2. The delegation of Montenegro was headed by Mr Predrag Nenezi},
Minister of Tourism and Mr Vojin Vlahovi}, Director of
NTO.
Final talks regarding bookings were done by
Globtour, representatives of ITS and Dertour, agencies
bringing the largest number of German visitors to
Montenegro, then Adriaticexpress, Eberhard Ventura
Reisen, Alturs, Riva tours, Montenegroexpress-general
agent of ADAC and Alfatours, representative of
Neckermann. Montenegro hotel complexes HTP Ulcinjska
rivijera, HTP Korali, HIT Montenegro, HTP Montenegro
Stars, HTP Onogo{t, HTP Milo~er and HTP Budvanska
rivijera were presented at the stand.
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Over 100 journalists were present at the press conference held on 13th March and organised by PR agency
B&M Maier. Apart from Mr
Nenezi} and Mr Vlahovi}, Mr
Miran ^urin, director of "HIT
Montenegro" and hotel "Maestral"
and Mr Bo`idar Martinovi},
deputy director of the National
Museum at Cetinje were also present. At the cocktail held after the
conference Montenegrin cuisine
was presented as part of the "A
Year of Montenegrin Cuisine"
campaign.
As one of distinctive tourism motifs of Montenegro,
"Bogorodica Filermska" icon, kept at the Blue Chapel of
Cetinje Museum as of 2002, was for the first time presented at ITB.
This project is part of the Government programme
aimed at covering, apart from German, also the markets
of Russia, Czech Republic, England, Italy and other western European countries.
T h e
presentat i o n
included
distribution
of
promotion
material at
the NTO
stand and the representative of the National Museum
being present at the press conference to provide information on the value of the icon.
After the presentation at the press conference, Mr
Bo`idar Martinovi} gave interviews to renowned TV stations RTL, VOX, Fokus and TV DELTA. The article about
the icon was published in the magazine Berliner Zeitung.
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